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Acromioclavicular joint injury is common among young active individuals. Stability of this complex structure composes of muscles (deltoid and trapezius), ligaments (acromioclavicular and coracoclavicular) and joint capsule. Clinical and radiographic examinations are crucial for the diagnosis of this injury. Non operative treatment is indicated for type I and II injury. Surgical treatment is, however, indicated for type IV, V and VI injury. Treatment for type III injury is still controversy. Methods of treatment fall into 3 categories, namely: fixation of the acromioclavicular joint, fixation of the coracoclavicular joint and ligament reconstruction. The trend of treatment goes to minimal invasive anatomic acromioclavicular joint reconstruction.
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การบาดเจ็บของข้ออะโครมิโอคลาวิคูลาพบได้บ่อยในกลุ่มประชากรที่อายุน้อย ความมั่นคงของโครงสร้างนี้มาจากกล้ามเนื้อโดยรอบ (กล้ามเนื้อเดลตอยและทราพิเซียส) เส้นเอ็น (อะโครมิโอคลาวิคูลาและโคราโคคลาวิคูลา) และแคปซูลที่หุ้มข้ออะโครมิโอคลาวิคูลา อาการแสดงทางคลินิกและภาพถ่ายทางรังสีวิทยามีความสำคัญในการวินิจฉัยการบาดเจ็บชนิดนี้ การรักษาโดยไม่ผ่าตัดมีข้อบ่งชี้ใน การบาดเจ็บระดับที่ 1 และ 2 การรักษาโดยการผ่าตัดมีข้อบ่งชี้ในการบาดเจ็บระดับที่ 3,4,5 และ 6 โดยการรักษาการบาดเจ็บในระดับที่ 3 ยังมีความไม่ชัดเจน การรักษาแบบออกกยับเป็น 3 กลุ่มคือ การยึดตรึงข้ออะโครมิโอคลาวิคูลา การยึดตรึงข้อโคราโคคลาวิคูลา และการสร้างเสริมเส้นเอ็นนั้นแบ่งเป็นการยึดตรึงข้อในปัจจุบันเป็นไปตามทฤษฎีที่เป็นการสร้างเสริมเส้นเอ็นแบบแผลเล็กบาดเจ็บน้อย.

คำสำคัญ: ข้ออะโครมิโอคลาวิคูลา, กระดูกไหปลาร้า, กระดูกสะบัก.
Injury to the acromioclavicular (AC) joint represents approximately 40 - 50% of the shoulder injuries.\textsuperscript{(1)} Treatment options between conservative and surgery are still controversy.\textsuperscript{(2)} Recently, minimal invasive surgical treatment tends to earn more popularity.

**Anatomy and biomechanics**

The AC joint is a diathrodial joint located between the distal end of the clavicle and medial border of the acromion process of the scapular. Inclination of this joint is almost vertical or incline downward and medially with the clavicle overriding the acromion by the angle of 50 degrees. Articular surface of clavicle overrides the articular surface of the acromion by approximately 50%. Fibrocartilagenous intra-articular disc is divided in 2 types: complete and partial (meniscoid). The disc degenerates and reaches non-functional state at the fourth decade. Nerve supply to the AC joint derives from the axillary, suprascapular and lateral pectoral nerves.

The dynamic stabilizers to the AC joint compose of the anterior portion of deltoid muscle and the upper portion of trapezius muscle. In the presence of disruption of the AC and the coracoclavicular (CC) ligament, the importance of these structures increases.

The AC joint is surrounded by a thin capsule, reinforced by the superior, inferior, anterior and posterior AC ligaments. These structures predominantly control the horizontal motion of the clavicle. The posterosuperior capsule prevents posterior translation of the clavicle.\textsuperscript{(3)} Distal clavicle resection up to 1 cm renders the stability of the AC joint by increasing posterior translation up to 32%.

The CC ligament is a very strong ligament which runs from the outer inferior surface of the clavicle to the base of the coracoid process. The CC ligament has 2 components, namely: the conoid and trapezoid ligaments. The average distance between the clavicle and the coracoid process (CC interspace) is 1.3 cm and the average distance from the lateral end of the clavicle to the most lateral extent to the trapezoid ligament is 1.53 cm.

The clavicle rotates about 40 - 50 degrees along the longitudinal axis during full abduction but actual motion of the clavicle is only 5-8 degrees in relation to the acromion because of the downward rotation of the scapula. This mechanism is called synchronous scapuloclavicular rotation. The CC ligament is responsible for dictating scapulothoracic motion. The primary function of the CC ligament is the prime suspension to the upper extremity.

**Mechanism of injury**

Injury to the AC joint can be divided into 2 categories, namely: direct and indirect mechanisms. The direct mechanism occurs when the patient falls on the shoulder with the arm at the side in adducted position. This mechanism is probably the most common cause of AC joint injury. The force drives the acromion downward and medialward. If no fracture occurs, the force initially sprains the AC ligament then may progress to tear the AC and CC ligaments and finally tear the deltoid and trapezius muscles.

Indirect force, which is less common, generated by a fall on outstretched arm with superior direct force. The force is transmitted to the AC joint rather than CC ligament.
Classification

AC joint injury is classified according to the extent of the injury to the AC and CC ligaments by the magnitude of force. Injury to the AC joint is graded according to Allman (4) and Tossy et al. (5) who differentiated the injury into 3 types depend on the integrity of the AC and CC ligaments. Rockwood (6) added type IV, V and VI AC joint injury to the original classification scheme.

Type I injury: Sprain of the AC ligament; intact AC and CC ligaments, (Figure 1) intact deltoid and trapezius muscles; no visible deformity, not tender over CC Interspace; minimal swelling and tender over AC joint.

Figure 1. Type I injury.

Type II injury: Disrupt AC ligament (widening both AC and CC interspace), (Figure 2) Sprain of the CC ligament, intact deltoid and trapezius muscles

Figure 2. Type II injury.

Type III injury: Disrupt both AC and CC ligaments, (Figure 3) Deltoid and trapezius muscles usually detached, Dislocate AC joint and increase CC distance (25 - 100% of normal shoulder)
Type III variants: Fracture coracoid process, physeal injury Pseudodislocation (intact periosteal sleeve)

Type IV: Disrupt both AC and CC ligaments
(Figure 4) Deltoid and trapezius muscles usually detached,
Clavicle is displaced posteriorly into or through trapezius muscle,
CC interspace may appear intact

Type V: Disrupt both AC and CC ligaments,
(Figure 5) Deltoid and trapezius muscles usually detached,
AC joint grossly dislocated superiorly,
Markly increased CC distance (100 - 300% of normal shoulder)
Diagnosis

During physical examination, the patient should be in a standing or a sitting position without supporting to the injured arm. The weight of the arm can make the deformity more apparent. Findings on physical examination are related to the severity of the injury. Local swelling, deformity, contusion, and ecchymosis maybe seen. Pain with arm motion as well as pain over the AC joint and CC interspace should be noted. Pain is often accentuated by abduction and cross body adduction. Active compression test (O’Brien) is positive when pain can be located on the top of the shoulder while the patient is asked to resist forward elevation (with arm position in forward flexion to 90 degrees, adduction to 10 degrees and internal rotation)

Type VI: Disrupt AC and CC ligament
(Figure 6) Deltoid and trapezius muscles usually detached, Clavicle is displaced inferior to the acromion or coracoid processes
As a result of hyperabduction and external rotation

Figure 5. Type V injury.

Figure 6. Type 6 injury.
In the subacute phase (3 - 12 weeks after injury), vertical and horizontal stability of the AC joint should be tested. By stabilizing the clavicle and placing an upward force under the ipsilateral elbow, AC joint will be reduced. Then grasp the clavicle with index and thumb and attempt to translate the clavicle anteriorly and posteriorly to access horizontal stability. Sternoclavicular joint should always be examined for associated anterior dislocation. Also the neurological status of the affected extremity should be evaluated to rule out brachial plexus injury.

**Radiographic evaluation**

Standard radiographs are essential to diagnose and classify AC joint injury. Routine radiographs for the AC joint require one third to one half of the x-ray penetration needed for routine glenohumeral radiographs. Routine radiographs include true anteroposterior and axillary lateral views. Additionally, Zanca view (10° - 15° cephalic tilt, AP standing view) is useful when small fracture or loose body is suspected on the routine view. Comparative radiographs of the uninjured shoulder maybe needed to determine the normal CC distance and the relative normal position of the normal clavicle. Stress radiograph is used to test the integrity of the CC ligament and should be performed when AC dislocation is suspected (differentiate between type II and type III injuries).

Coracoid fracture should always be suspected when faced with AC dislocation in the presence of normal CC distance. Axillary radiograph can demonstrate coracoids fracture. If coracoid fracture is suspected on the axillary view, Stryker notch view will almost always demonstrate this pathology.
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*Figure 7.* Demonstrates difference between normal true AP (A) and stressed (B) radiograph. Note significant increased CC distance on the stressed radiograph.
Treatment

Nonsurgical treatment

Most authors suggested that nonsurgical treatment is recommended for type I and type II injury. Many methods of reduction and immobilization such as sling, plaster cast, adhesive tape strapping, brace, harnesses and traction techniques are proposed. Urist (7) summarized more than 35 forms of non-operative management. A period of immobilization is required to alleviate the stress to the AC and CC ligaments. Type I injury can be treated using a simple sling for 7 - 10 days or until the pain subsides. Type II requires longer time of immobilization (usually 10 - 14 days). Once the pain has subsided, gradual rehabilitation program is started beginning with passive or active assisted range of motion exercise. After full-painless motion is achieved, isometric strengthening program is begun. Contact sport should be avoided for 2-3 months to prevent further injury to the shoulder.

The most controversial issue is the treatment of type III injury. Several studies have demonstrated long-term disability and pain with non-operative treatment. Bannister et al. (2) conducted a randomized, prospective, controlled trial comparing surgical treatment of AC joint injury type III and type V using CC screws versus sling immobilization. Following the same rehabilitation program, patient with AC joint displacement of less than 2 cm has better outcome with nonsurgical treatment. In severe AC joint injury (AC displacement more than 2 cm), 20% have good result with non-operative treatment while 70% in the surgical group have good to excellent results. In contrast, meta-analysis by Phillips (8) demonstrated that the results of operative and non-operative groups of type III injury were similar in the aspect of patient return to work, strength and range of motion but higher complication rate was found in the operative group. The key to success of non-operative treatment is an appropriate rehabilitation program. (9, 10) The active rehabilitation program focuses on regaining the strength of the shoulder girdle muscle including deltoid, trapezius, sternocleidomastoid, periscapular stabilizer and rotator cuff muscles.

After injury, the shoulder is immobilized with arm sling for 2 weeks. Cold compression can be applied to reduce pain and swelling. Active and passive range of motion exercise is initiated after the pain has resolved. In this phase, forward flexion should not exceed 90 degrees and lifting weight more than 5 lbs. should be prohibited. At 8 weeks, full active motion and initial resistive exercise should be started. Patient can return to work and full sport activity at 12 weeks.

Surgical treatment

Relative indication for surgery in acute type III AC joint injury (less than 3 weeks after injury) is young adult with high demand sport or labor worker. In chronic (more than 3 months after injury) type III AC joint injury, pain and instability may indicate surgical intervention.

Acute injuries of type IV, V and VI dislocation require surgical intervention. Still, there is no consensus which technique is the best. Surgical interventions are categorized into 3 groups: fixation of the AC joint, fixation between coracoid process and clavicle and ligament reconstruction. Nowadays, most surgeons use a combination of procedures to achieve the maximal stability in order to reduce pain and gain maximum strength of the shoulder.
**Fixation of the AC joint**

Historically, the first instrument used to stabilize the AC joint is smooth or threaded pin. Lizaur(11) advocated the use of 1.8 mm Kirshner-wire (k-wire) to stabilize the joint and emphasize the repair of deltoid and trapezius muscles. Several studies reported good long-term result using non-threaded K-wire across the AC joint.(12) Sage and Salvatore(13) recommended AC ligament repair to enhance the stability of the AC joint. This technique is losing popularity because of its major catastrophic complication of pin migration which was reported to migrate to the great vessel, spinal canal, lung and heart. (14, 15) Hook plate is an alternative technique of fixation of the AC joint. After reduction, the lateral end of the plate is inserted under the acromion and levered down the clavicle to its anatomic position. Bicortical screws are used to secure the plate to the clavicle. Plate removal is recommended at 8 weeks. Recent work of Salem and Schmelz reported a good clinical outcome with this technique.(16) Ladermann et. al. reported good intermediate result of AC and CC cerclage reconstruction with nonabsorbable sutures. (17)

**Fixation between coracoid and clavicle**

Various methods of CC joint stabilization have been reported including screws, suture, synthetic or metallic loop.(17) In 1941, Bosworth advocated lag screw fixation between the coracoid and the clavicle without repairing the AC and CC ligaments. Esenyel et al. (18) modified original Bosworth technique by combining screw fixation with the repair of the CC ligament. In chronic injury, several surgeons combine screw fixation with ligament reconstruction and report satisfactory results. (19, 20)

A recent technique uses metallic button with heavy non-absorbable suture (Tightrope and Graftrope: Arthrex, Endobutton: Simth & Nephew) passing under the coracoid and secure to the superior border of the clavicle with the second button. (21-26) Biomechanical study comparing Tightrope versus Mesh tape demonstrated that Tightrope has superior mechanical property in controlling the horizontal and vertical stability. (25) Walz et al. (26) demonstrated that Tightrope is a stable and functional reconstruction with equal or even higher force compared to the native ligament. This technique can be used in conjunction with ligament reconstruction.

Synthetic loop placed between the coracoid and the clavicle gains more popularity nowadays. This technique can be used in combination with CC ligament reconstruction. (21, 29) Main advantage of this technique is that it does not require implant removal like plate or screws. However, several cases of aseptic reaction and clavicle osteolysis have been reported. (30, 31)

**Ligament reconstruction**

This technique of using coracoacromial (CA) ligament to reestablished AC joint stability originally was described by Weaver and Dunn. (32) The CA ligament is detached from the deep surface of the acromion with or without bone and transferred to the distal clavicle. This construct may be augmented with loop of suture or synthetic material to allow protection of the healing ligament. (33-36) Major modification of this technique is to resect the distal clavicle to avoid late degeneration of the AC joint which might cause pain. Recently, all-arthroscopic technique was proposed for CA ligament transfer. (22, 37)
Semitendinosus graft is used to reconstruct the CC ligament by making a loop under the coracoid or through the coracoid tunnel and fix with interference screw. Modifications of this technique vary from graft selection, fixation method and graft route. Biomechanical study by Kristen demonstrated that anatomic semitendinosus allograft reconstruction gave higher biomechanical property than other reconstruction modalities (Graftrope, nonanatomic allograft, modify Weaver-Dunn technique, anatomic suture). Several biomechanical studies demonstrated significant superior outcomes of semitendinosus tendon graft compared to the modified Weaver-Dunn procedure. Cleverger et al. demonstrated no significant difference in biomechanical strength of adjuncted CA ligament transfer in patients who underwent AC joint reconstruction with hamstring graft.

**Distal clavicle resection**

According to Gurd excision of the distal end of the clavicle is suitable for chronic symptomatic AC joint injury. The amount of resection varies from 1-2.5 cm. This procedure must be performed in patient who have intact CC ligament or performed in combination with CC ligament reconstruction. When this procedure is performed in patients with horizontal and vertical instability the result is compromised.

**Complications**

Complications can occur in both surgical and nonsurgical treatments of AC joint injury. Common complications associated with nonsurgical treatment include persistent instability and development of late arthrosis of the AC joint.

Complications following surgical treatment are related to the technique chosen. Wire breakage and migration to the major vessels and lung have been reported. Foreign body reaction and infection might occur after the use of synthetic material. Fracture of the coracoid process and the clavicle is related to the procedure which has been chosen. The brachial plexus and axillary artery can be endangered when the graft or synthetic material is passed medial to the coracoid. Recurrent instability has been reported in every technique.

**Rehabilitation**

After CC fixation with screw or suture, the shoulder should be immobilized with an arm sling for 2 weeks. Active and passive range of motion exercise is initiated at week 2 - 4 but forward flexion more than 90 degrees should be avoided. After 4 weeks, full active and passive motion is encouraged and limited light resistance exercise is continued for 8 weeks. After full motion and strength are achieved, patient can return to pre-injury activities and sports.

After AC joint reconstruction with tendon graft (autograft or allograft), the patient should be placed in an arm sling for 2 weeks. Pendulum exercise should starts at the 2nd week and light activity of daily living at 4th week. Active and passive motion exercise is started at 8th week. Light resistance exercise can be started at 3 months after surgery. Once full motion and strength have been achieved, normal labor work is permitted.
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